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She has an extensive record of publications, she serves on several editorial boards and has received numerous
awards. Her publications focus on the literature and aesthetics of Francophone cultural production of the
Americas and the Indian Ocean Madagascar, Mauritius, Reunion. She particularly explores the complex tale of
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Technology, here, refers to any assembly structured by a practical rationality governed by a more or less
conscious goal. Human technologies are hybrid assemblages of knowledges, instruments, persons, systems of
judgement, buildings and spaces, underpinned at the pro-grammatic level by certain presuppositions about,
and objectives for, human beings. Even though Porter noted its near absence in , we have yet to write a
genealogy and technology of class in Canadian literary history. To this end of suggestiveness, the paper begins
with a meditation on identity, or, on technologies of the self and the institutional value of The Stone Angel,
then turns to a close reading of the incontinent body in the novel for its condensations and displacements of
technologies of identity in an invader-settler colony. What is significant about these differential measures of
identity is their proximity to or distance from nodes of power and their interlocations in time. For example, the
private economy of the nineteenth-century family produced and distributed identity and power particularly
along gendered differentials: Wayne Fraser notes such a correlation in The Stone Angel in the following
terms: Fraser Hagar is not only governed by such power, however: But this critique, as thorough as it is, is
perhaps also naturalized for particular readers, predominantly those of a more socially if not also economically
powerful white angloceltic protestant constituency. In her old age, she can no longer escape the body that she
has systematically repressed. Her remarks on imperialists in Africa make an apt account of Hagar Currie
Shipley: As long as they could be scornful or fearful of Africa or Africans, they could avoid the possibility of
being scornful or fearful of anything within themselves. If there is one thing that gives me a pain in the neck, it
is certainly pioneers. This is not an acceptable point of view. And yet every last one of them is more to be
pitied than blamed â€¦. This whole novel is something that goes so far back, with me, and is such a wrenching
up of my background, that it is difficult for me to be honest enough. The main problem is that if it ever gets
published, which is unlikely, considering its nature â€¦, IF it ever gets published, a lot of people will be
mortally wounded and offended â€¦. The Stone Angel was rated the top in the top ten most important novels in
Canadian literature by the academic participants of the Calgary Conference on the Canadian Novel; it also
scored high eighth out of ten in the list of the ten most important Canadian books of various genres, including
literary criticism such as the monumental Literary History of Canada see Stouck. That is, for many Canadian
readers of the generation of critics who valued this novel so highly in the s and still do , this novel tells if not a
familial story, at least a familiar one. Its parallel status to W. In the ongoing construction of a national
literature, a slowly shifting edifice in which Laurence has played a foundational role, many critics have read
her Canadian work as positively representative of strong women who can be vehicles for the tenor of the
coming independence of Canadian identity. They are strong women, and they have been crucial to the literary
establishment of cultural sovereignty between two empires. But I am curious about what that reading in turn
might represent. The Laurence criticism archive on the whole, to which this essay is in general indebted, is
underwritten willy-nilly by the fundamental paradoxes of Enlightenment struggles for agency and mobility,
for individuals as individuals, reflected in emigration and settlement and in the historical development of the
liberal democratic state. My point here is not to deride my critical and familial predecessors, nor to suggest
that no critical attention has been paid to Enlightenment paradoxes in Canadian settlement. My point is to try
to contemplate the writing and reading of Canadian literature through this one example in institutional time as
it inheres in the contradictory spaces of the experience of modernity-as-development in Canada; my point is to
look at the operations of technologies of the self in a novel foundational to technologies of Canadian identity.
He put his faith in homilies. He counted them off like beads on a rosary, or coins in the till. The equivalency
of financial capital and cultural capital, the figuring of one in terms of the other, is also prominent in the
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settlement world into which Hagar is born. Hagar knows these are manufactured equivalences: She repeatedly
uses it to dismiss others and thereby to buttress her sense of self. He kept the Funeral Parlor but he never had a
nickel to bless himself with. But this passage also specifically links forms of incontinence with the lower
class. In this same passage, we also find the impropriety of urinating in the bushes when an outhouse was
available. Incontinence figuratively means lacking in self-restraint, especially in the gratification of sensuous
desires. Racial purity, good breeding literal and figurative continence , and proper English are all taken to be
natural signs of superiority and therefore justification of imperial ventures. The relations between breeding and
class figure even the most minor details in the narrative: Even the most innocent-seeming similes are invested
with the language of breeding and class differentiation: The final humiliation for the family of a founding
father of Manawaka is symbolically apt, however, for its mapping of the gendered and class other onto this
monument to founding genealogy. Notice the incontinence here: Hagar isship[ped] off to the store, and there
my father would sit me down, â€¦ amid the barrels of dried apricots and raisins and the smell of brown paper
and sizing from the bolts of cloth in the dry goods section, and make me memorize weights and measures.
Four noggins, one pint. Two pints, one quart. Four quarts, one gallon. Two gallons, one peck. Four pecks, one
bushel. He used a foot ruler [another imperial measure], and when I jerked my smarting palms back, he made
me hold them out again. Even her forgetfulness â€” so thoroughly unlike the memory that was supposed to be
fostered and sustained by memorizing imperial weights and measures â€” is a form of incontinence. Hagar
thoroughly articulates this paradox, again in the space of the structural contradictions of an invader-settler
colony. Yet throughout her life, she has used this very excess of flesh in other women to condemn them: And
so she deflects that exposure to his daughters, his values, and lower-class excess: Jess and Gladys were like
heifers, like lumps of unrendered fat. Again, the language confirms what was regarded as the natural
inferiority of the lower classes. Jason Currie had, in similar terms, dismissed Bram for his class inferiority:
Just the sort of name the Shipleys would have. And here, too, one sin is figured in terms of another â€” the
commonness of the name confirmed by its comparison to bottled beer, a source and measure of incontinence.
And so incontinence becomes a means of healing old wounds, wounds inflicted not only on the self but on
others. In the hospital where she ends her days, aware of her lack of social position because she lies in a public
ward, Hagar is appalled at the conditions: Morag is literally disinherited when her parents die; she grows up
with two grotesque bodies for parents â€” the fat, dimwitted Prin and the drunken, cursing, nonsense-speaking
Christie who earns his meagre living as keeper of the town dump, the nuisance grounds. In The Diviners, the
nuisance grounds reveal what the incontinent body does in The Stone Angel, the impermissibles of
contradictory emergent bourgeois life. To read the trope of incontinence in The Stone Angel becomes a
strategy for encroaching upon the plots of that inheritance, for reading in collocated time, and thus for reading
the technology of colonization in Canada in some of its governing, capacitating, and often malign
complexities. Essays on Racism, Feminism and Politics. Notes on A Jest of God. Clark, Peter, and Anthony
Davis. Constructions of the Maternal in The Diviners. Racial Attitudes in English-Canadian Fiction Wilfrid
Laurier UP, White Women, Race Matters: The Social Construction of Whiteness. U of Minnesota P, The
Dominion of Women: Relationality and Narratives of Race in Feminist Discourse. Canadian Literature and the
Question of Ethnicity. Gunew, Sneja, and Anna Yeatman, eds. Feminism and the Politics of Difference.
Essays in Honour of Margaret Laurence. New Contexts of Canadian Criticism. A Nation of Immigrants:
Women, Workers, and Communities in Canadian History, ss. U of Toronto P, Margaret Laurence and Janet
Frame. Literary Criticism in Perspective: The Maternal Body and Empire. Diasporic Literature in English
Canada. Scatology and Civility in the English-Canadian Novel. The Novelist as Socio-Political Being. Essays
and Images in Honour of George Woodcock. U of British Columbia P, McClelland and Stewart, Journal of
Canadian Fiction 1. Race and Ethnic Relations in Canada. UP of Kansas, The Psychology of Colonization. U
of Michigan P, Under the Ribs of Death. McCormick Coger, Greta M. New Perspectives on Margaret
Laurence: Poetic Narrative, Multiculturalism, and Feminism. Challenges for Liberal Education for the s.
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nationalism, and ethnicity, making this book a valuable reference for researchers, scholars, and students who work in
the expanding fields of cultural studies, minority or gender studies, and Canadian studies."--BOOK JACKET.

Quebec stop sign Canadian French is an umbrella term for the distinct varieties of French spoken by
francophone Canadians: Unlike Acadian French and Newfoundland French, the French of Ontario, the
Canadian West, and New England all originate from what is now Quebec French and do not constitute distinct
varieties from it, though there are some regional differences. French Canadians may also speak either
Canadian English or American English , especially if they live in overwhelmingly English-speaking Canadian
provinces or in the United States. In Quebec, about six million French Canadians are native French speakers.
In the United States, assimilation to the English language was more significant and very few Americans of
French-Canadian ancestry or heritage speak French today. Not all French speakers are of French descent, and
not all people of French-Canadian heritage are exclusively or primarily French-speaking. Francophones living
in Canadian provinces other than Quebec have enjoyed minority language rights under Canadian law since at
least , with the Official Languages Act , and under the Canadian Constitution since , protecting them from
provincial governments that have historically been indifferent towards their presence. At the provincial level,
New Brunswick formally designates French as a full official language , while other provinces vary in the level
of French language services they offer. The kingdom of France forbade non-Catholic settlement in New
France from onward and thus, almost all French settlers of Canada were Catholic. Until the s, religion was a
central component of French-Canadian national identity. The Church parish was the focal point of civic life in
French-Canadian society, and religious orders ran French-Canadian schools, hospitals and orphanages and
were very influential in everyday life in general. During the Quiet Revolution of the s, however, the practice of
Catholicism dropped drastically. Rates of religious observance among French Canadians outside Quebec tend
to vary by region, and by age. In general, however, those in Quebec are the least observant, while those in the
United States of America and other places away from Quebec tend to be the most observant. French
Canadians have selectively bred distinct livestock over the centuries, including cattle , horses and chickens. By
agriculture changed toward an industrial agriculture. Their colonies of New France also commonly called
Canada stretched across what today are the Maritime provinces , southern Quebec and Ontario , as well as the
entire Mississippi River Valley. The first permanent European settlements in Canada were at Port Royal in
and Quebec City in as fur trading posts. The inhabitants of Canada called themselves the Canadiens, and came
mostly from northwestern France. Canadien explorers and fur traders would come to be known as coureurs des
bois , while those who settled on farms in Canada would come to be known as habitants. Many also are the
descendants of mixed French and Algonquin marriages. The British gained Acadia by the Treaty of Utrecht in
Those Acadians deported to Southern colonies close to French Louisiana migrated there, creating "Cajun"
culture. Beyond Acadia, French Canadians escaped this fate in part because of the capitulation act that made
them British subjects. The Legislative Assembly having no real power, the political situation degenerated into
the Lower Canada Rebellions of â€”, after which Lower Canada and Upper Canada were unified. Some of the
motivations for the union was to limit French-Canadian political power and at the same time transferring a
large part of the Upper Canadian debt to the debt-free Lower Canada. After many decades of British
immigration, the Canadiens became a minority in the Province of Canada in the s. French-Canadian
contributions were essential in securing responsible government for The Canadas and in undertaking Canadian
Confederation. Between the s and the s, some , French Canadians emigrated to the New England region.
About half of them returned home. The generations born in the United States would eventually come to see
themselves as Franco-Americans. During the same period of time, numerous French Canadians also emigrated
and settled in Eastern and Northern Ontario. It is the sole official language of Quebec and one of the official
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languages of New Brunswick , Yukon , the Northwest Territories and Nunavut. The province of Ontario has
no official languages defined in law, although the provincial government provides French language services in
many parts of the province under the French Language Services Act. Modern usage[ edit ] In English usage,
the terms for provincial subgroups, if used at all, are usually defined solely by province of residence, with all
of the terms being strictly interchangeable with French Canadian. Although this remains the more common
usage in English, it is considered outdated to many Canadians of French descent, especially in Quebec.
Increasingly, provincial labels are used to stress the linguistic and cultural, as opposed to ethnic and religious,
nature of French-speaking institutions and organizations. The term "French Canadian" is still used in historical
and cultural contexts, or when it is necessary to refer to Canadians of French-Canadian heritage collectively,
such as in the name and mandate of national organizations which serve francophone communities across
Canada. Francophone Canadians of non-French-Canadian origin such as immigrants from francophone
countries are not usually designated by the term "French Canadian" the more general term "francophones" is
used for French-speaking Canadians across all ethnic origins.
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As the editors of The Post-Colonial Studies Reader point out, the preoccupation with place -- which they
define as "a complex interaction of language, history, and environment" -- is a characteristic element of
postcolonial writing. This preoccupation is certainly evident in the writing produced in invader-settler
colonies, such as Canada, where the colonial encounter is experienced both as a contest over territory and
resources and as a contest over language, especially English, French, and aboriginal languages. If literature is
one arena in which cultural identity is constructed, then Canadian literature has been an integral part of a
network of discourses that have produced identities informed by images associated with the land. The title of
this special issue, "Writing Canadian Space," indicates that the editors have preferred the term "space" to
"place. The choice of "space" as one key term in the title, however, does indicate that the critics included here
are thinking about space as a theoretical concept. While critics have long argued that Canadian writing
constructs a "sense of place," those discussions have often circulated around overarching mythic and symbolic
images that cannot always adequately account for the huge variety of spaces themselves, the multiple ways in
which they are represented, or the diversity of the people who are situated within them. As the thematic
studies cited above attest, at a crucial moment in Canadian literary history, the critical project was to assert
that there was something unique and fundamental about the national literature that marked its difference from
American, British and French literatures. That essential character was often explained in terms of the human
relationship to a distinctly Canadian natural environment, and a form of geographical determinism
underpinned many critical discussions. There is no doubt that land and the natural environment continue to be
important symbolic concepts around which formulations of identity accumulate; however, critics have begun
to ask why particular images of the land and the natural environment are so often repeated, whose situations
within and relationships to particular spaces are deemed most noteworthy, and why, when the majority of
Canadians live in large and small urban centers, cities and city life are so often absent in our critical
conversations. Recent developments in cultural theory, cultural geography, and postcolonial and gender
studies have encouraged new ways of articulating the intersections of language, space, time, and identity.
Although the trajectory of theoretical development and influence is difficult to trace, Michel Foucault and
Henri Lefebvre are key figures in what might be thought of as a turn in cultural theory towards an
investigation of spatial practices and spatial meanings. Michel Foucault argued that the "great obsession of the
nineteenth century was. Lefebvre, whose seminal book The Production of Space became available in English
translation in , showed that space is not a neutral background nor an empty container against or within which
human activity occurs. Space is never just there but is produced through signs -- visual, gestural, architectural,
literary, and so on. Soja in Postmodern Geographies to argue for a rigorous attention to space as a theoretical
concept. Critics in a number of disciplines have increasingly been engaged in analyzing the embodiedness and
locatedness of subjectivity and its epistemological outcomes. That is, they argue that knowledges, including
self-knowledges, are partly a function of our positions in and our relationships to particular spatial
environments, including the space of the gendered, sexed, racialized, class-demarcated and medicalized body.
In such analyses, place, space and other geographic concepts are used to contextualize and position social
identities and social relations. Crucial here is the foundational premise that what is social has a spatial
component; likewise, spaces are socially constituted through language and other symbolic signs. Furthermore,
spaces and their meanings change over time. Foucault points out that spaces themselves have histories and that
"it is not possible to disregard the fatal intersection of time with space" Only by investigating both time and
space can we fully articulate what it means to be situated human beings. In literary studies generally, the
critical lexicon is replete with spatial terminology: In Canadian literary studies, particular concepts that are
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specific to Canadian representations of spaces and spatialized identities tend to recur: Perhaps, as Doreen
Massey argues, the trick is to find ways of describing the experiences of human beings who are located in
particular spaces that are neither static nor singular but can be imagined as networks of diverse social relations
that are constantly in process Much of this theoretical work remains to be done. A partial list of such studies
would include special issues of Semiotext e and The London Journal of Canadian Studies titled "Canadas" and
"Geography, Gender and Identity in Canadian Literature" respectively, the proceedings of a conference held at
the University of Northern British Columbia titled Diverse Landscapes: In such critical work, attention shifts
away from defining a singular Canadian identity in the natural environment or in metaphors derived from it
and focuses, instead, on articulating the complexities of Canadian representations of spaces and our different
relations to them. Such studies raise urgent questions about how spaces are made meaningful through
language and how literature participates in a larger cultural and critical project of understanding the spatial
components of social existence. The authors collected in this volume participate in and extend these debates.
Fifteen articles have been selected from numerous submissions, and the resulting assortment reflects not only
the methodological variety of research on Canadian literary space, but also the spatial variety of Canada itself.
Most importantly, perhaps, these articles attend not only to physical spaces -- natural and built -- but also to
the symbolic spaces, imaginary spaces, and spaces of desire that may reveal the most about what Canadian
writers make of their world. Wilderness journeys are the focus of the first three English-language articles. In
her reading of Arctic Adventure, Heather Smyth shows Vyvyan crossing gender boundaries of the s by
inscribing her travelling self both within and against traditional masculinist and imperialist images. The heroic
male adventurer model is more conventionally used, though in some idiosyncratic ways, by F. New explains
in his close reading of discursive codes and tropes, the slippery language of "Snow" enables it to be read as
both a true account and a fictitious tall tale that maps prairie space in a self-aggrandizing manner. Reading the
new-world strange through the old-world familiar was a persistent habit of early Canadian writers; as D. While
this was particularly true if the site had been a touchstone for a British writer, especially a Romantic, Bentley
shows that increasingly places could become hallowed as the "literary property" of a Canadian writer -- the
way the Tantramar area did for Roberts, for instance. Two theoretically based discussions of regional space
are offered by Lisa Chalykoff and Ian Adam. In a provocative position paper, Chalykoff argues against what
she sees as the "two solitudes" that dominate articulations of the Canadian literary region. Taking issue with
both physical-geographical and mental-psychological epistemological bases for constructing regions, she
advocates a new conception of the region that would acknowledge recent thinking about the social dimensions
of space. Ian Adam draws on the philosopher Charles Peirce in a discussion of icons and iconicity in prairie
literature, using a story by Sharon Butala as a case study. Concluding that prairie writing is more inclined to
rural than urban icons, he argues for greater recognition of the prairies as a region of cities as well as of plains
and farms. The rural bias Adam finds in prairie iconicity has had a long tradition in Canada as a whole; if
asked to name a characteristically Canadian environment, we tend to think first of all that "open" space.
Through close attention to representations of such spaces as parks, streets and homes, Edwards shows how the
crossing of spatial boundaries functions in the city as a figure for social transgression. Being the product of so
many forces, urban space can be hard to know at the best of times, as David Harvey and others have argued; at
the worst of times even the most familiar urban space can seem alien and threatening, and need to be radically
revisioned. To end this beginning with an admittedly predictable spatial metaphor, we hope the studies
gathered here will help to widen the field of Canadian studies, and contribute in some way to the placement of
space on the agendas of more critics and students of Canadian literature. The Post-Colonial Studies Reader. A
Thematic Guide to Canadian Literature. Beeler, Karin and Dee Horne. Essays on the Canadian Imagination.
Common Skies, Divided Horizons. Iain Chambers and Lidia Curti. John Hopkins UP, The Struggle for a
Canadian Prairie Fiction. U of Alberta P, U of Toronto P, The Production of Space. The London Journal of
Canadian Studies. Geography, Gender and Identity in Canadian Literature 12 Space, Place, and Gender. U of
Minnesota P, Patterns of Isolation in English Canadian Fiction. McClelland and Stewart, Man and Landscape
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in Canadian Prairie Fiction. U of British Columbia P,
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monographie de Karen Gould. In terms of comparative Canadian studies on the issue of migration, the terrain
remains very fragmentary. Thus, the representation of the two literary contexts, in regards to migration as well
as the multitude of approaches, terms and questions raised by the study of this literature, seeks to advance
comparative Canadian criticism. However, there are two notable exceptions: Interestingly, Italian migrant
writing has lent itself to a number of comparative studies. Klein and Leonard Cohen are not usually considered
migrant writers, although the situation is different when it comes to Jewish writing in French. The main
reasons they cite are convincing: Towards the end of the decade, moreover, two major works were published:
However, as Harel aptly points out, postcolonial theory is an appropriate tool for studying migrant writing
within a collective space that is itself a minority on several levels: Does it refer only to the writing of an author
who has immigrated? Must a writer have lived the experience of immigration in order to write about it?
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